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Introduction 

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or drones have been heralded as a game-changer for aviation, 

logistics, security and defence, and a key enabler for sustainable smart cities. Commercial drone delivery 

trials by Alphabet, Amazon, DHL and others taking place around the world have been heavily promoted, 

including trials in Asia, Australia, Europe and in the U.S. However, aviation regulation has so far lagged 

and, to-date, no city or country has been able to successfully bring comprehensive new regulations 

governing BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line of Sight) commercial drone usage. Meanwhile, permissions for 

these urban air mobility trials have been granted mainly in the form of exemptions. 

On Saturday, 4th July Dubai issued Law No. 04 of 2020, outlining new regulations governing drone activity 

in the emirate. All drone use in Dubai had previously fallen under the United Arab Emirates General Civil 

Aviation Authority (GCAA) regulations as laid down in UAE Federal Resolution No. 2 of 2015. The new 

Dubai drone law paves the way for Dubai Department of Civil Aviation (DCAA) to implement its ‘Dubai 

Sky Dome’ initiative, which aims to create a virtual airspace infrastructure and ecosystem for commercial 

drone use in the emirate. 

The new law is a significant step forwards for Dubai and could impact commercial drone development 

and regulation globally. Dubai’s forward-looking technology policies and smart city status are already 

world famous. In fact, the emirate’s digital government, affinity for new technologies and position as an 

international business hub have already made it somewhat of a testbed for new technologies. Dubai’s 

Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has already tested unmanned flying taxis with Chinese drone 

startup EHang and Germany’s Volocopter with a view to launching commercial flying taxi services by 

2022. 

The new Dubai Sky Dome initiative looks set to underpin flying taxi services planned by the RTA, allow 

commercial drone delivery services and establish Dubai as an ideal location for global drone ventures to 

test, trial and launch their products and services. We can also expect the initiative to be watched closely 

by policy makers, aviation regulators and smart city planners worldwide. 
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Commercial Drone Market 

Estimates concerning the size and growth of the global commercial unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) market 

vary widely. For example, Global Market Insights predict that global UAV sales will exceed $17 billion by 

2024(1). What analysts can agree on, is that China dominates global drone sales, with Shenzhen-based 

drone manufacturer DJI accounting for about 70 percent of the global market share (primarily due to the 

popularity of its aerial photography drones). 

In the Middle East, TechSci Research estimates the total UAV market at around $2.30 billion in value of 

devices sold during 2019 and is expected to grow to $3.95 billion by 2025, at a CAGR of 9.33 percent(2). 

Military and defence currently dominate the sector, accounting for 82 percent of the market's total value in 

2019, with civilian buyers accounting for 18 percent. 

TechSci estimates the UAE's UAV market to be valued at about $840 million, reaching $1.635 billion by 

2025. In contrast to the rest of the region, the UAE's commercial drone market has grown considerably and 

can now be expected to get a further boost from Dubai's new drone law. 

In neighbouring Saudi Arabia had an almost total ban on civilian drones until last year, only legitimising 

civilian drone usage in January 2019 with the Kingdom’s General Authority of Civil Aviation (GACA) 

introducing an online electronic drone permit service. 

According to Strategy&, part of the PwC network, the GCC's commercial drone market is currently 

dominated by oil and gas, and utilities, which it projects will make up 43 percent and 32 percent of the 

market, respectively, by 2022(3).  

Of course, any new regulatory changes in the use of civilian drones - such as the new Dubai law - will have 

a significant effect on Middle East forecasts. 
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Global Regulation 

Government policymakers have moved slowly to introduce new policy and legislation to regulate 

commercial drone usage. The many drone delivery trials taking place around the world have all received 

government approvals in the form of official waivers, on a case-by-case basis. However, the past year has 

seen some progress. 

The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued regulations governing civil operations of unmanned 

aircraft systems (UAS) in 2016, but this did not provide for ‘air carrier operations’, which is the category 

that both flying taxis and drone delivery services fall under. Regulations have been updated to allow 

exemptions for parcel carrying drone operators to register under the FAA’s Part 135 certification, but it is a 

lengthy and difficult process. Nevertheless, for example, Alphabet's Wing Aviation and logistics giant UPS 

have been certified under Part 135. A key obstacle that also needs to be overcome to enable widespread 

drone delivery services is FAA regulation for identification and tracking. The FAA issued a Notice of 

Proposed Rulemaking on remote ID for drones in December 2019, but this remains under review. 

Meanwhile, the European Union (EU) became the first economic block to publish a comprehensive set of 

drone regulations in June 2019: Regulation (EU) 2019/945 and Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/947. 

The regulations cover both commercial and leisure use, including operating beyond visible line of sight 

(BVLOS). Due to delays and issues associated with Covid-19, these regulations will not be applied to EU 

members until January 2021. 

In Asia, Singapore’s Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore’s (CAAS) established an Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems Advisory Panel (UASAP) in May last year to review the regulatory framework for Unmanned 

Aircraft Systems (UAS). The panel is expected to provide its recommendations sometime this year. 

Meanwhile, the city-state made it mandatory that all drones that weigh more than 250g are registered with 

the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS). Until full regulations are introduced, the government has 

made some exemptions, such as the F-drones’ maritime drone delivery service run on behalf of Eastern 

Pacific Shipping (EPS). 

South Korea, now a global innovation leader, also lags behind in drone regulation for ‘air carrier’ services. 

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport recently announced tighter regulations for registering 

drones, which will come into effect in January 2021. Meanwhile, applications for legal exemptions for 

commercial drone delivery services are being considered on a case-by-case basis. 

Overall, there seem to be no comprehensive regulations in place to regulate, enable and control air carrier 

services such as drone delivery or drone taxis. 
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Pre-existing Regulation in the UAE 

Until now the usage of drones in the United Arab Emirates has been governed primarily by federal 

regulation(4). The UAE General Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA) introduced a regulatory strategy to govern 

the operation of Unmanned Aerial Systems within its airspace in April 2015, under the Civil Aviation 

Regulation (CAR) Part VIII Subpart 10. GCAA also approved Light Air Sports Practice Regulations in August 

2016, which prohibit UAS operation from a remote location (i.e. beyond visual line of sight). Meanwhile, 

Dubai issued Law No. 7 of 2015 on Airspace Security and Safety in the Emirate of Dubai requiring all 

commercial aviation operators to obtain permits, including drone operators. 

GCAA regulations stipulate that UAS are only to be used in controlled conditions, where people, vehicles, 

vessels, buildings or other property are all under the control of the UAS operator. Under the regulation, 

unmanned aerial vehicles are not allowed to fly within 300 metres of third parties or third-party property, 

thus effectively prohibiting such applications as goods delivery services and flying taxis. 

In June 2019, following a sharp increase in recreational drone use, the GCAA updated regulations to allow 

individual drone owners to take photos and video using their devices without a permit (apart from no-fly 

zone areas). Previously, only registered commercial drone operators were allowed to use drones for 

photography. 

However, to-date, UAE federal regulations still prohibit commercial drone services outside of property under 

the drone operator’s control. The new Dubai Law No. 04 of 2020 is set to change this, although only within 

the airspace of the emirate of Dubai. 

 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Civil_Aviation_Authority
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Dubai’s Drone Journey 

Dubai’s government and aviation sector recognised the future potential of drones early on and has been 

developing the legislation, infrastructure and systems necessary to enable wider use of commercial drone 

services for some years. 

Drones are already in common use for specialised services within facilities and areas under the control of 

drone operators or their customers. Meanwhile, a number of Dubai government departments and 

authorities have been using drones extensively for specialised tasks including Dubai Police and Dubai 

Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA). DEWA began its Sirb (tr. fleet) programme in 2015, using drones 

for topographic surveys, inspection and maintenance(5). It also created a drone lab in its R&D centre. 

In 2017, Dubai Civil Aviation Authority (DCAA) was the first aviation authority worldwide to introduce a 

dedicated drone tracking system, primarily to protect regulated areas, such as airports, from illegal drone 

intrusions. The Sky Commander Tracking programme was developed following a number of Dubai airport 

shutdowns due to drones during 2016 and followed legislation requiring all drone users (commercial and 

recreational) to obtain an annual licence. The programme tracks registered and non-registered drones and 

communicates with authorised drone operators in real time when there is a problem.  

DUBAI’S AIR TAXI PLANS 

Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has been developing plans for autonomous transport services 

under its Dubai Self-Driving Transport Strategy, which aims to convert a quarter of total mobility journeys 

in Dubai with autonomous transport by 2030(6). The RTA conducted its first Autonomous Aerial Vehicle 

(AAV) tests in February 2017 in conjunction with Dubai Civil Aviation Authority, telecom provider Etisalat 

and Chinese autonomous vehicle manufacturer EHang(7). 

Later in 2017, the RTA conducted more AAV tests with German manufacturer Volocopter, with a view to 

launching commercial flying taxi services by 2022(8). The same year RTA also announced a partnership 

with Uber to launch a demonstration transportation network of vertical takeoff and landing vehicles (VTOLs) 

at the Dubai Expo 2020 site (Expo 2020 has since been rescheduled to take place 1 Oct 2021 – 31 Mar 

31, 2022 due to coronavirus).  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dubai_Electricity_and_Water_Authority
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dubai_Electricity_and_Water_Authority
https://www.dcaa.gov.ae/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etisalat
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/ehang
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/volocopter
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/uber
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DRONE DELIVERY SERVICES 

Dubai has also been looking at the potential for drone delivery for some years now. Drone delivery 

prototypes were unveiled at Dubai’s annual Government Summit in 2014, with plans to begin beta testing 

of drone deliveries within six months. Overall, been little progress in the delivery services sector due to the 

absence of sufficient regulation and drone tracking systems. With the arrival of the new drone law, this may 

all change. 

There have been a number of companies, joint ventures and investments announced over the past few 

years with a view to launching commercial drone delivery services.   

TESTS & TRIALS 

Exponent Technology Services, which collaborated with DCAA to develop a new tracking system helping 

to prevent drones entering no-fly zones, staged a well-publicised drone delivery stunt in 2017. The 

technology firm launched a fleet of drones to deliver 900 burgers in one day(9). 

Some brands have also been eager to associate themselves with drone deliveries. Costa Coffee ran a one-

day trial in 2017, delivering customers drinks via drone from its drive-thru store on Jumeirah Beach Road(10). 

However, Dubai has not yet seen large scale drone delivery trials by ecommerce, logistics or technology 

leaders, such as have taken place in China, Finland, Germany, Ireland and the U.K. The new drone law is 

likely to pave the way for such trials to take place in the near future. 

DUBAI’S INNOVATION INITIATIVES 

Dubai’s economic, innovation and startup initiatives now routinely include plans for unmanned air systems, 

unmanned vehicles, robotics and other emerging technologies.  

In January of this year, Dubai’s Ruler launched Dubai Future District, an area connecting Dubai World Trade 

Centre, Emirates Towers and Dubai International Financial District (DIFC) with the aim of creating a district 

of innovation. Plans include allocating an autonomous car trial area and a drone trial area(11). 

Dubai Future Labs, a centre dedicated to technology research and development, is currently developing a 

logistics delivery project that leverages both drone technology and autonomous ground vehicles. 

 

 

  

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/exponent-technology-services
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costa_Coffee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dubai_World_Trade_Centre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dubai_World_Trade_Centre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emirates_Towers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dubai_International_Financial_Centre
https://www.dubaifuture.gov.ae/our-initiatives/dubai-future-labs/
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Dubai’s New Drone Law 

Dubai's new law governing drone activity - Dubai Law no. 4 of 2020 - was issued on Saturday, July 4th, 

2020 by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the 

UAE, in his capacity as Ruler of Dubai(12). The law was developed jointly by Dubai Civil Aviation Authority 

(DCAA), the Executive Council of Dubai and Dubai’s Supreme Committee for Legislation. 

The new drone law positions Dubai as future-ready city and an attractive hub for drone manufacture, smart 

transportation services and innovation in the UAS sector. The law’s detailed regulations and delegation of 

responsibility to different government departments, coupled with the existence of a sophisticated drone 

tracking system, appear to set the new drone law up for success. Whilst supporting existing plans for 

government and public drone services, the government expects the law to underpin the emerging drone 

services industry. 

The 10 chapters and 50 articles of the new law detail the regulation of all drone activities in the emirate. It 

also clearly defines the roles of various government departments in regulation, developing infrastructure 

and controlling drone traffic. The law provides guidelines for a wide range of issues including drone 

operations, operators and their obligations, mini drone airports, fly zones and non-fly zones, airspace design 

and management, permitted altitudes and data protection. 

KEY GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS 

Dubai Civil Aviation Authority (DCAA)  

According to the drone law, Dubai Civil Aviation Authority (DCAA) has responsibility to oversee all 

implementation, management of operations and activities, air traffic control, establishing flight regulations, 

designated fly areas, issuing permits and safety certificates, conducting and approving drone trials, 

coordination between different government departments, and ensuring that drone operations meet 

obligations to federal legislation and international treaties and conventions. 

DCAA will also administer the use of radio frequencies for drones and remote-control stations in 

coordination with the UAE's federal Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA). 

Dubai Air Navigation Services  

Dubai Air Navigation Services (DANS), Dubai's air traffic management (ATM) and air traffic control (ATC) 

provider, will be responsible for managing and monitoring the activity of drones within Dubai’s airspace and  

https://www.dcaa.gov.ae/
https://www.dcaa.gov.ae/
https://tec.gov.ae/en
http://slc.dubai.gov.ae/en/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dcaa.gov.ae/
https://www.tra.gov.ae/en/home.aspx
http://www.dans.gov.ae/
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demarcating the airspace within which they can operate. DANS will also provide air navigation services, air 

traffic movement and meteorological information to drone operators so that they can operate safely. 

Dubai Aviation Engineering Projects 

Dubai Aviation Engineering Projects (DAEP), which provides design, master planning, infrastructure 

development and construction for Dubai’s airports, is tasked with overseeing all engineering related aspects 

of drone aviation infrastructure. DAEP will set specifications, standards and conditions for new drone 

airports, subject to DCAA approval and in line with Dubai's urban plans and transportation regulations. 

Operators wishing to build their own drone airports will require both DCAA and DAEP approval. 

Dubai Police Force 

Dubai Police will manage all the security aspects of drone activity and coordinating with the Dubai Civil 

Aviation Authority to put in place security measures to prevent the illegal use of drones, regulation 

infringements and crimes committed using drones. 

PROTECTION OF CIVIL AND MILITARY AIRSPACE 

Airspace and approved flying areas for drones will be designated by the DCAA, while DAN will be 

responsible for determining the air routes for drones according pre-agreed procedures. Importantly, all 

commercial and private drone operators are prohibited from flying drones in controlled civilian or military 

airspace. However, the DCAA may allow select drone operations in controlled airspace provided they do 

not affect civil aviation. 

PUBLIC SAFETY, SECURITY AND PRIVACY 

Safety, security and privacy are priorities in the new drone law. The law promises tough penalties including 

imprisonment, fines, compensation for property damage and, potentially, responsibility for other costs for 

any company or individual in the drone ecosystem that breaks UAE laws, endangers public safety and 

security, interferes with civil or military aviation, or causes damage. 

Laws, regulations and penalties can be applied to any drone-related company in the ecosystem, including 

importers, distributors and manufacturers, drone operators and services providers, or companies providing 

services to drone operators. 

Drone operators are also subject to other UAE laws including the Penal Code, the Cyber Crimes Law and 

any future data protection law. So, for instance, privacy issues related to drone usage are likely to be well 

covered by existing federal laws. Meanwhile, commercial photography and video may require permits 

issued by the Dubai Film and TV Commission.  

http://daep.gov.ae/
https://www.dubaipolice.gov.ae/
http://www.filmdubai.gov.ae/
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Dubai Sky Dome 

The Dubai Sky Dome is Dubai’s initiative for designing and controlling the emirate’s virtual airspace 

infrastructure for drone services(13). Under the initiative, Dubai Civil Aviation Authority already has much of 

the technology, systems, policies and resources in place to regulate, enable and control commercial drone 

traffic provided for under Dubai’s new drone law. 

By creating a virtual airspace infrastructure that connects buildings and places throughout Dubai, via 

runways and miniature airports, it is expected that Dubai Sky Dome will help fast-track commercial drone 

operations. The government’s vision is to develop an integrated business system for drone-based transport 

services, air freight and logistic services, allowing the drone industry to develop quickly, become a 

significant contributor to the economy and act as an instigator for further innovation and R&D investment. 

Key components of the Dubai Sky Dome initiative are: 

• an aviation traffic management system for drones 

• Dubai Shield, a system to manage safety and security related issues 

• a master plan for the infrastructure for drone airports and service stations 

• a smart platform for granting instant government permits 

Dubai Aviation City Corporation (DACC), which provides airport construction services, and its affiliated 

corporations Dubai South, a master planned city surrounding Dubai World Central and Al Maktoum 

International Airport, and Dubai Aviation Engineering Projects (DAEP) will play key roles in the roll-out of 

Dubai Sky Dome and enabling new ventures to set-up in Dubai. Dubai South is home to Mohammed Bin 

Rashid Aerospace Hub (MBRAH), a specialised business park for aerospace and aviation adjacent to Al 

Maktoum International Airport. 

With its close proximity to nearby aviation services, connections to other aviation related organisations and 

airspace to test drones, MBRAH could prove to be a popular location for new drone ventures, or other 

global drone companies interested in entering the market. EZDubai, a purpose-built e-commerce zone in 

Dubai South, also stands to benefit.  

https://www.dubaisouth.ae/
file:///C:/Users/Carrington%20Malin/Desktop/asting%20a%20unique%20aerospace%20platform%20called
file:///C:/Users/Carrington%20Malin/Desktop/asting%20a%20unique%20aerospace%20platform%20called
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Commercial Opportunities 

Dubai’s new drone law greenlights a new commercial drone services market, with a broad scope of 

opportunities for urban air mobility (UAM). It also provides for easier and more widespread use of drones 

for government services, surveying, inspection, maintenance and marketing. However, the potential drone 

delivery services market could well prove to be the most hotly contested. 

A GOVERNMENT THAT IS A DIGITAL PIONEER 

Dubai’s government is a reputed early adopter of technology and a pioneer in digital government systems 

and smart city services. Government departments also have a reputation for partnering with the private 

sector in order to better position themselves to adopt emerging technologies. The government already has 

plans to use drone delivery for official documents, such as permits. 

DUBAI’S GROWING DRONE ECOSYSTEM 

Despite the emerging regulatory environment, Dubai has seen more drone importers and service providers 

establish operations, form joint ventures and sign partnerships with global drone companies over the past 

few years. Existing commercial drone services include surveying and mapping, photography, inspection, 

maintenance and agricultural. 

One notable drone services startup is Falcon Eye Drones Services (FEDS) Group Holdings. Established in 

2014, FEDS is the Middle East’s leading Drone-as-a-Service (DaaS) company and is headquartered in 

Dubai. The company was ranked no. 7 in the ‘top drone service provider- mapping, surveying and 

inspection category’, and no. 12 in the ‘top drone service provider worldwide,’ in the Drone Service Provider 

Ranking Report 2019 by Drone Industry Insights. The company announced a major strategic investment 

from the Malaysian Aerodyne Group in April 2020, the first of its kind in the Middle East region(14). 

A SAFE MARKET FOR GENUINE PRODUCTS 

Dubai provides a good market environment, relatively free of fake and poor quality drone products, in 

particular for drones imported for commercial use.  

Dubai Civil Aviation Authority (DCAA) revealed at an Unmanned Aerial System Forum in 2017 that it was 

cracking down on grey market drone imports in effort to eliminate unauthorized drone usage and ensure 

safety and security. The DCAA now requires that both buyers and sellers are registered with the authority.  

 

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/falcon-eye-drones
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/aerodyne-america
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A FAST-GROWING ECOMMERCE MARKET 

The UAE’s leading position in e-commerce, make it an obvious choice for ecommerce drone delivery trials. 

According to global payments technology company Visa, the UAE is the fastest growing and most 

advanced e-commerce market in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). e-commerce transactions in 

the UAE during 2019 were estimated at $16 billion (AED 59 billion), with 23 percent annual growth expected 

between 2018 and 2022(15). 

A joint study by Dubai Economy and Visa found that the country’s consumer demographic is more likely 

than many other countries to spend time online, consisting of a young internet-savvy population, with high 

social media usage. UAE shoppers are among the top spenders online with an average transaction size of 

$144 in 2018-19, compared to $79 in mature markets and $26 in emerging markets. 

The UAE is also home to some of the top e-commerce sites in the Middle East, including Amazon.ae and 

home grown online shopping company Noon.com. 

A COMPETITIVE FOOD DELIVERY SECTOR 

According to Visa, consumers are moving from single large-ticket purchases to everyday spend (such as 

coffee, groceries, entertainment and food delivery). Delivery aggregators in Dubai, such as Talabat, 

Deliveroo, Uber Eats and Spoonfed, have become increasingly popular. 

A number of global aggregators and delivery apps with operations in Dubai have already been looking into 

drone deliveries elsewhere in the world including Deliveroo, Uber Eats and Zomato. Other experimenters 

with drone delivery, such as Domino’s, KFC, McDonalds and Pizza Hut, also have well developed 

businesses in Dubai. 

A GROWING HEALTHCARE AND MEDICAL TOURISM SECTOR 

According to professional services firm KPMG, the UAE has 137 hospitals with approximately 13,200 

hospital beds (1997)(16). Hospitals are generally equipped with the latest technology and staffed by medical 

staff from all over the world.  

The UAE also has an emerging medical tourism market, which has encouraged new investment in the 

sector. According to the 2016 Medical Tourism Index, Dubai and Abu Dhabi are ranked as 16th and 25th 

best global destinations for medical tourism. The sector’s continual investment in technology, coupled with 

the recent demands of Covid-19, make it an interesting potential market for drone delivery services. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visa_Inc.
http://dubaided.ae/English/pages/default.aspx
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THE POTENTIAL FOR DRONE MANUFACTURING 

Given the UAE’s existing demand for specialised drone services, Dubai’s position as a leading global trading 

hub and the potential impact of Dubai’s new drone law, there will be opportunities to establish research and 

development and manufacturing operations in the emirate. With the global market for consumer drones 

heavily dominated by Chinese manufacturers, it would make sense that such R&D and manufacturing would 

be orientated towards the government, defence and commercial sectors. 

A WORLD CLASS LOGISTICS SECTOR 

Dubai has one of the most advanced logistics sectors in the world and so could provide an ideal testbed 

for regional and global logistics companies to develop drone services. 

Dubai is currently ranked fifth by the International Shipping Centre Development Index (ISCDI); DP World’s 

Jebel Ali Port is ranked as the third busiest container port in the world outside of China; and Dubai 

International Airport, the world’s number one airport for international passengers, is ranked the seventh 

busiest airport by cargo traffic.  

Many of the top global third-party logistics providers have major international logistics hubs located in 

Dubai. These include DHL, Fedex, DSV Panalpina and UPS, all of which have already conducted delivery 

drone trials in Europe and/or the U.S..  
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Future Outlook 

The news of Dubai’s new drone law follows a few weeks of announcements about the emirate’s efforts to 

restart the economy after two months of ‘lockdown’ and the lifting of mobility restrictions imposed to combat 

the spread of Covid-19. The new drone law also follows an intense period of ecommerce activity in the 

emirate during which some online shopping sites saw increases of more than 100 percent. This increased 

appetite for ecommerce combined with the new demand for contactless deliveries may well have primed 

the market for the introduction of drone delivery services. 

In the short term, we may see more details revealed of specific measures, systems and processes put in 

place by DCAA as it implements the law and activates the Dubai Sky Dome initiative. 

With multiple government departments involved in the roll-out of DCAA regulations and Dubai Sky Dome, 

plus the number of other government organisations already working on drone projects, we can expect more 

announcements to follow. We may well see more details of new government drone projects come to light 

during the next few months and, perhaps, even some public-private sector partnerships. 

In the meantime, the news of Dubai’s drone law is sure to provide encouragement for existing private sector 

drone partnerships, joint ventures, projects and business in negotiation. For this reason, we may see private 

sector announcements during the second half of 2020, as companies with existing plans aim to secure first 

mover advantage. The law and Dubai Sky Dome initiative will also provide opportunities for existing aviation 

and drone services companies to diversify into urban air mobility. 

Globally, we can expect the implementation of Dubai’s new drone law and Dubai Sky Dome plans to be 

watched closely by an international audience of policy makers, aviation regulators, smart city planners and 

the drone industry at large. Whilst so many potential new laws remain in various stages of development 

across the world, Dubai has a golden opportunity to be a trailblazer, both in establishing best practices in 

regulation and airspace control, and in developing a commercially-friendly drone services environment that 

helps accelerate innovation in the sector. 
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